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TAMPA, Fla.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Sypris Electronics, LLC, a subsidiary of Sypris Solutions, Inc. (Nasdaq/NM: SYPR), will be demonstrating its Cyber
Range at the 2015 Cyber Defence and Network Security (CDANS) Symposium in London, United Kingdom from January 22 - 23. CDANS is an annual
event bringing together high ranking decision makers from the military, government, critical infrastructure and industry to discuss unique cyber defense
strategies, and understand the latest cyber security technologies and innovations available from the industry.

“As the Cyber threat continues to move center stage for both Government and Industry, we’re looking forward to working with our partners to bring this
proven, ‘first of its kind’ system for improving incident response and cyber resilience to Europe and its neighboring countries,” stated John Walsh,
President of Sypris Electronics.

The Sypris Cyber Range is the only integrated training, modeling and simulation platform that enables a Learn, Train, Do, ProveTM Methodology to
deliver customized training curriculum designed to meet U.S. DoD training standards and policy. It offers a secure environment to assess cyber attack-
and-defend strategies, and provides a proven training path to help organizations mobilize their teams to improve cyber security outcomes.

“We want to take cyber security from an individual to a team sport. Our experience in the field is that teams working together achieve significantly
better cyber security outcomes for their organization. Our Cyber Range makes this possible,” added Brian Maguire, Vice President of Cyber
Operations and Analytics at Sypris Electronics.

Sypris is a global, integrated systems solutions provider. Our ruggedized electronic encryption products, cyber security operations and analytics
products, consulting and training services, and electronic manufacturing capabilities are aligned through the best people, practices, and technologies
to continually exceed customer expectations. Sypris consistently promotes an agile, innovative culture and a state of the art solution set by
strategically partnering with leading-edge technology companies, agencies and universities. With 50 years of experience, Sypris is proud to develop,
manufacture and integrate leading technologies that secure our global partners’ interests. For more information, please visit
www.sypriselectronics.com.
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